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YEAR 4 -  Week 1 Term 5 School closure emergency lessons 

 Lesson 1  
Lesson 2 

 Lesson 3 a
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Maths – Starter: 

 
 

 

Maths - LQ: How can I calculate perimeter? 

 

Year 4 Measure and Calculate the Perimeter of a 
Rectilinear Figure 
(differentiated) 

 

English –   

Tick one box in each row to show the word class of the 

underlined word. 

 
CHALLENGE: Write the last sentence in the present 

tense - you can add extra words.  

 

English - 

Task: Watch the film of Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory. 

 

(There are 2 versions, both very different! You can 

watch both over time and compare them!) 
 

PSHCE:LQ:  What do I know about Fair Trade? 

 

Have a look at the logos).  

Discuss which logos children recognise, which 

organisations they represent and what those 

organisations do. Parents could quiz the children by 

describing or drawing the logo and children 

guessing what it is! 
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Maths -  Starter: 

 
 

Maths - LQ: How can I calculate perimeter? 

 

Continue with worksheet Year 4 Measure and Calculate the 

Perimeter of a Rectilinear Figure 

Challenge: (PDF sent through SeeSaw) 

English -  

Draw a line to match each prefix to the correct word so 

that it makes a new word. 

 
CHALLENGE: Create other new words with the 

prefixes above. 

 

Spelling: 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn1_

Week5_Week 

 

Science: LQ: What are solids. liquids and gases? 

 
 

 

Sort the objects into solids, liquids and gases. 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1983-measure-and-calculate-the-perimeter-of-a-rectilinear-figure-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1983-measure-and-calculate-the-perimeter-of-a-rectilinear-figure-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1983-measure-and-calculate-the-perimeter-of-a-rectilinear-figure-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-1983-measure-and-calculate-the-perimeter-of-a-rectilinear-figure-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn1_Week5_Week
https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn1_Week5_Week
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English - LQ: What is a fact/opinion? 

 

Read Chapter 1 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

What do we know about Charlie Bucket after reading 

this chapter? Do you like him? Why/why not? What 

would you say to him if you ever met him? 

Task: Write down 3 facts  and 2 opinions about 

Charlie. 
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Maths – Starter:

 
 

Purple Mash Monster Multiplication quiz 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_ad

aptive 

 

Maths - LQ: How can I calculate an area?  

 

KS2 - Calculate the Area Worksheets - Year 4 Maths 

Resource (differentiated) 

 

 

 

 

 

English  -  

Circle all the adjectives in the passage below.                                                                       

 
CHALLENGE: Underline the expanded noun phrases. 

                                                                                   

                                    

English - LQ:  How can you use inference and 

deduction to understand Charlie’s character? 

 

Read chapter 2 ‘Mr Willy Wonka’s Factory’ where 

Grandpa Joe tells Charlie all about the chocolate 

factory and many great inventions that have been 

made in there. 

 

Task 1:  Write the answers to the questions. 

What do you imagine it is like inside?  

What do you think happens there?  

Imagine Charlie is standing outside the gates of the 

factory. What would he be thinking, feeling and 

saying? 

 

Task 2:  Complete the character profile for Charlie 

Bucket.  

 

 

ATL:  LQ:What do you already know about the 

chocolate bar industry? Brands? Types? Flavours? 

Where does it come from? 

 

Task: Research your favourite brand of chocolate 

and make an information poster with your findings 

.  

● What is the history behind the brand? 

● What are the different types of chocolate 

that this brand makes? 

● Where does this company source its 

chocolate from? 

● Is it fair trade chocolate? 

 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_adaptive
https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_adaptive
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-920-calculate-the-area-worksheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-920-calculate-the-area-worksheets
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Maths – Times tables practise sheet 

PIXL times tables 

 

Maths - LQ: How can I calculate area? 

 

KS2 - Calculate the Area Worksheets - Year 4 Maths 

Resource 

English –  

Which sentence is punctuated correctly? 

 
                                                                     

CHALLENGE: Which prefix can you add to well to 

create its synonym?                                                                           

English -  LQ: How can I use expanded noun phrases 

to show emotion in a character? 

Spanish:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh-
3pBeVcaI 
Have fun learning the parts of the body in Spanish. 
 
Draw a picture and label the body parts in Spanish. 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-920-calculate-the-area-worksheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-920-calculate-the-area-worksheets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh-3pBeVcaI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh-3pBeVcaI
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Challenge: (PDF sent through SeeSaw)

 

 

Read Chapter 3 of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

Task: Write a paragraph:  use similes and expanded 

noun phrases to describe how Charlie feels standing 

outside the chocolate factory. 
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Maths – Starter:

 

English –  

Complete the table below with the expanded or 

contracted form. The first one has been done for you. 

 
CHALLENGE: What is the expanded form of she’d? 

RE:- LQ: Why is Mecca special? 

 Investigate the special place, Mecca and create a 

fact file.  

You could use this template or design your own! 

Fact File Template (teacher made) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/fact-file-layout-t-l-4553
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Maths - LQ:How can I show my learning of perimeter and 

area in a revision quiz?  

 

Go to - 

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/maths/perimeter-

and-area-year-4/  and complete the quiz! 

 

English – LQ: How can I use questions to gain 

information? 

 

Read chapter 4 –‘The Secret Workers’ 

 

Task 1: How would different people have felt when 

Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory was shut? Who would 

have felt sad? (Sweet shop owners) Who would have 

felt happy? (e.g. dentists) Make a list of people with 

opposing views. 

If you were interviewing someone about the chocolate 

factory closing, what questions would you ask? 

 

Task 2: Choose whether you are a child or dentist. 

Write three questions and answers about when the 

chocolate factory closed. Remember question marks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 4 -  Week 2 Term 5 School closure emergency lessons 

 Lesson 1  
Lesson 2 

 Lesson 3  

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/maths/perimeter-and-area-year-4/
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/maths/perimeter-and-area-year-4/
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Maths – Starter: 

 
Maths -LQ: How can I add two 4-digit numbers? 

 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-

file.php?file=QTZHU2NBVHhxbnVuTTBqb014QmMxUT09 

 

 

English –  

Match the sentences to the correct end punctuation mark. 

 
CHALLENGE: Which sentence type is missing from the 

sentences above?  

                                                                                   

English - LQ:  What is emotive language? 

 

Read chapter 5 – The Golden Tickets’. Look at the picture of  

the Golden Ticket.  

 

Task 1: What information does the ticket have on it?  Read the 

message from Willy Wonka. 

 
I, Willy Wonka, have decided to allow five children — just five, 

mind you, and no 

more — to visit my factory this year. These lucky five will be 

shown around personally by 

me, and they will be allowed to see all the secrets and the 

magic of my factory. Then, at 

the end of the tour, as a special present, all of them will be 

given enough chocolates and 

sweets to last them for the rest of their lives! So watch out for 

the Golden Tickets! Five 

Golden Tickets have been printed on golden paper, and these 

five Golden Tickets have 

been hidden underneath the ordinary wrapping paper of five 

ordinary bars of chocolate. 

These five chocolate bars may be anywhere — in any shop in 

any street in any town in any 

country in the world — upon any counter where Wonka’s 

Sweets are sold. And the five 

 

PSHCE: LQ: Where do Fair Trade products come 

from? 

 

Have a look in your cupboards at home - do you 

have any products that show this symbol:  

 

Research where the different fairtrade products 

you have found come from.  Have a look at 

Google maps to find the different countries. 

 

 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=QTZHU2NBVHhxbnVuTTBqb014QmMxUT09
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=QTZHU2NBVHhxbnVuTTBqb014QmMxUT09
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lucky finders of these five Golden Tickets are the only ones 

who will be allowed to visit my 

factory and see what it’s like now inside! Good luck to you all, 

and happy hunting! 

(Signed Willy Wonka.) 

 

Task 2: How would you feel if you found a golden ticket and 

read this message? Write a short paragraph using emotive 

language and effective punctuation. 
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Maths - Starter:  

 
Maths - LQ: How can I subtract four 2-digit numbers? 

 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-

file.php?file=Qi9ObnVzeDBSY3VjMktZaHkwOEtsZz09 

English –  

Tick one box to show the pair of prepositions that best 

completes the sentence below. 

 
CHALLENGE: Add a prepositional phrase to complete this 

sentence: 

The girl _____________ is my friend.  

 

English -  LQ: How can I use similes, metaphors and expanded 

noun phrases to show a character’s personality? 

 

Read first half of ‘The first two finders’. What do you think of 

Augustus Gloop?  

Does he deserve to go into the Chocolate factory? 

Watch YouTube clip of Augustus Gloop. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdSORiSaRW8 

 

Task 1: Create a bank of vocabulary to describe Augustus 

Gloop: 

 

Task 2: Make your list of words according to appearance and 

personality.   

 

Task 3: Turn these descriptive words into similes, metaphors 

and expanded noun phrases. 

Science: LQ: What are solids, liquids and gases? 

 
What are solids, liquids and gases? 

https://youtu.be/UnBoQe2rsgo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C33WdI64FiY 

Act out being a solid, liquid and gas with the 

song. 

Then draw a diagram to show how the particles 

move in a solid, liquid and gas. 

 

 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=Qi9ObnVzeDBSY3VjMktZaHkwOEtsZz09
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=Qi9ObnVzeDBSY3VjMktZaHkwOEtsZz09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdSORiSaRW8
https://youtu.be/UnBoQe2rsgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C33WdI64FiY
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Maths – Starter: 

 
Purple Mash Monster Multiplication quiz 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_ad

aptive 

 

 

Maths - LQ: which strategies can I use to check my 

answers?  

 

https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-

file.php?file=M2lXdEx1UnVTZEJ2NlUzRjVLNUZQdz09 

English –  

Draw lines to match each sentence with the most appropriate 

conjunction. Use each conjunction only once. 

 
CHALLENGE: Write your own version of the first sentence, 

including a list of things that you would like to eat for dinner. 

 

English -LQ: How can I use inverted commas accurately? 

 

Read the rest of ‘The first two finders’. 

  

Task 1: Make a list of birthday presents that they have received 

and compare with what Charlie Bucket gets for his birthday.  

Does Veruca Salt deserve the second ticket? Why/why not? 

 

Task 2:  Imagine you were the worker who found the second 

golden ticket. What would you think when you found it? Would 

you want to hand it in or keep it for yourself? Watch film clip of 

Veruca Salt and the moment when the worker finds the Golden 

Ticket. 

https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=

verruca+salt+finds+the+golden+ticket#id=1&vid=f61305be8315

d8f4faf192f69f08ba44&action=click 

 

Draw  thought bubbles and write in them what she would be 

thinking, feeling and saying.  Remember to use inverted 

ATL - LQ: How can I compare the packaging for 

two different chocolate bars? 

 

Look at some different bars of chocolate such as 

Cadbury Dairy Milk and Mars Bar. 

Which is your preferred chocolate bar packaging 

and why? 

 

Task:  Choose 2 different types/brands of 

chocolate bar and compare them. 

 

Draw a table to compare the different types of 

packaging: 

 

 

Chocolate 
bar 1 

Chocolate 
bar 2 

Likes Dislikes 

    

    

    

    
 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_adaptive
https://www.purplemash.com/#app/games/timestables_adaptive
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=M2lXdEx1UnVTZEJ2NlUzRjVLNUZQdz09
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/dl-file.php?file=M2lXdEx1UnVTZEJ2NlUzRjVLNUZQdz09
https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=verruca+salt+finds+the+golden+ticket#id=1&vid=f61305be8315d8f4faf192f69f08ba44&action=click
https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=verruca+salt+finds+the+golden+ticket#id=1&vid=f61305be8315d8f4faf192f69f08ba44&action=click
https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=verruca+salt+finds+the+golden+ticket#id=1&vid=f61305be8315d8f4faf192f69f08ba44&action=click
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commas! “”. 
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Maths – Times tables practise sheet 

PIXL times tables 

 

 

Maths - LQ: How can I demonstrate my times tables 

knowledge by filling in multiplication  

grids? 

 

https://mathsbot.com/starters/multiplicationGrids (9 grids, 

reveal 6 tiles)  

 

Challenge: https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-4325-

times-tables-word-problems-differentiated-activity-sheets 

English -   

Add a prefix to the beginning of each word listed below to form 

its antonym. 

 
CHALLENGE: Create an adverb from any of the words above. 

 

 

 

English -   LQ: What are the features of an interview script? 

 

Read ‘Two more Golden Tickets Found’. Watch film clips of all 

four children who have found golden tickets.  Use the previous 

links and:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdHgvNb6WRE   

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLnFBKElMjUAre they 

likeable? What do we know about each character that is going 

into the Chocolate factory?  

 

Task 1: Create a list of personality traits for each character. 

 

Task 2: Imagine you are a newspaper reporter interviewing one 

of the children about finding the Golden Ticket. What would 

you ask them? What do you think they would say? 

Spanish:  Practise learning the colours in 
Spanish. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsRKoZGao
EM 
 
Make a poster of the colours in Spanish. 

https://mathsbot.com/starters/multiplicationGrids
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-4325-times-tables-word-problems-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-m-4325-times-tables-word-problems-differentiated-activity-sheets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdHgvNb6WRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLnFBKElMjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsRKoZGaoEM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsRKoZGaoEM
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Write an interview script of questions and answers from one of 

the four characters. 
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Maths – Starter

 
 

Maths -  LQ: How can I show my knowledge of times tables 

by working out the inverse? 

 

English –  

Write out 8 tricky words from the Year 3 / 4 spelling list.  Look 

up the definition of each one.  

 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn2_Week1_

Week 

 

 English - LQ: How can I use synonyms for ‘said’ and ‘went’? 

 

Read ‘Grandpa Joe Takes a Gamble’.  

Is that what you expected to happen?  

Pick out all of the verbs from the chapter that mean the same 

as ‘said’, or ‘went’ e.g. went, whispered, tiptoed, spluttered, 

slipped quickly. Has Roald Dahl used lots of different words, or 

could he have used more?  

 

Task 1: Make a list of the alternative words for ‘said’ and ‘went’ 

that he could have used. 

 

Task 2: Imagine that the Golden Ticket was in the bar that 

Charlie bought. How would the conversation have been 

different? Write a conversation using speech marks and 

alternative words for said. 

 

RE: LQ:  Why is Jerusalem considered to be a 

special place? 

Investigate the special global place, Jerusalem 

and create a fact file. You could design your own 

or use this template! 

 

Fact File Template (teacher made) 

 

https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn2_Week1_Week
https://www.purplemash.com/#app/diyjs/y4_Autumn2_Week1_Week
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/fact-file-layout-t-l-4553
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/fact-file-layout-t-l-4553
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Now, make up some of your own!  

 


